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Version	 Date	 Main	modification	or	revision	 Contributions	by	
v.	0.1	 04-05-2015	 First	version	proposed	by	GEO	 GEO	
v.	0.2		 30-06-2015	 Version	for	being	internally	revised	 UNED,	GEO,	REIMMER,	
POLIMI,	UAB,	OUNL,	
HUM,TLS	
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This	 document	 describes	 the	 improvements	 that	 have	 been	 made	 to	 each	 component	 within	 the	 ECO	
architecture	 with	 regard	 to	 social	 features	 required	 to	 support	 creation	 of	 sMoocs.	
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REQ7	 Wiki	 ● Wiki	to	allow	joint	production	and	collaboration.	
● Depending	on	course	design	a	course	wiki	or	an	assignment	wiki.	
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Req WeMOOC OpenMOOC iMOOC OpenEdx LogiAssist ArLearn 
REQ1 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 ✓	 X	
REQ2 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 X	 X	
REQ3 ✓	 X	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 ✓	
REQ4 X	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 X	 X	
REQ5 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 ✓	 X	
REQ6 X	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 X	
REQ7 ✓	 X	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	
REQ8 X	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 X	 ✓	
REQ9 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	
REQ10 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 X	
REQ11 ✓	 X	 ✓	 X	 X	 X	
REQ12 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	
REQ13 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	
REQ14 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 ✓	
REQ15 ✓	 ✓	 ✓	 X	 ✓	 ✓	
	
5.	Conclusion	
	
ECO	platforms	are	now	prepared	with	the	necessary	tools	for	creating	real	sMOOCs.	Most	of	the	features	
required	in	the	deliverable	D2.6	have	been	developed	in	one	or	more	ECO	platforms,	so	that	ECO	MOOCs	
provide	the	participants	the	mechanisms	to	social	interacting	among	them	and	acquiring	the	knowledge	
through	a	more	social	learning	model.		
	
Besides,	the	access	to	the	courses	through	the	social	networks	has	been	improved.	The	EcoPortal	has	a	new	
social	functionality,	therefore	courses	information	can	be	easily	shared	through	the	main	social	networks.	
	
The	login	and	the	sign	on	by	using	the	social	networks	profiles	is	still	a	pending	task.	This	is	a	desirable	
functionality	that	will	be	developed	in	the	future	but,	due	to	its	big	complexity	it	is	still	in	an	analysis	phase.	
	
